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History of  QG: The Story so Far

Stachel

• Reviews early work, but restricted to ‘the biggies’
  Gorelick

• Focus on Bronstein and the Russian tradition
  Kraghe

• ‘Rarer’ work - Flint, Ruark, etc: but not so much QG
 Rovelli

• Basic literature review (canonical QG heavy)
  Review Articles

• Interesting in itself: track emergence of  new constraints
  History of  Classical GR and UFTs (not QFT!)

• Scholz, Goenner, Vizgin, ...: significant overlap
  Recent specific studies

• Canonical Quantization of  GR [Salisbury], Bohr-Rosenfeld 
Arg., ...

Donald Salisbury (2007) argues that Rosenfeld was really 
the creator of the constrained Hamiltonian formalism (the 
formal core of canonical quantization approaches), and 
missed out on writing down the Hamiltonian for general 
relativity by dint of not choosing one of his tetrad fields to 
be normal to the foliation of spacetime he gave.
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Structure of  this Talk

Philosophical and Historical Issues

• ‘Specialness’ of  QG

• Catalogue of  early strategies
 Early Work on Quantum Gravity 

• Einstein’s Earliest Intuitions

• Initial Responses <1930

• Forming the Canon: Whither Weiss?
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The planckian problem coupled in an interesting way with 
the postwar US mentality -

Qualitative Speculation no good: must compute: get 
numbers out/ simulate...

DeWitt hydrodynamical comps
Feynman daigrams

Post-shelter islan: push renorm issues
Landau: cutoff



‘Specialness’ of  QG

Historical Issues

• Approaches are characterised by a switching between what 
are the important qualities that characterise GR and QM: 

• URs? SP? GenCov? EqPrin?

• later: divergence freedom
 Definition of  QG non-stationary!

• GR+Old Quantum Theory > GR+QM > GR+QFT >

• Switches highly contextual: 

• advances in other fields are relevant and do much to explain 
the switches

Philosophical Issues 

• Theoretical developments often 
    guided by non-empirical factors
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“Experiments are 
powerful resources for 

persuasion and 
conviction”

“Quantum gravity has 
always been a theorist’s 
puzzle par excellence. 
Experiment offers little 

guidance.”Quantum Gravity Meets &HPS
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00005450/



Catalogue of Approaches

Conflict
• Einstein’s Earliest Intuitions

• Give up GR: adopt an alternative theory of  
gravitation; alternative

• Give up QT: explain quantum phenomena 
classically; alternative

 Peaceful Coexistence
• Primarily a mathematicians’ approach: focus on 
structures - embeddability/subsumption/...

Utility
• Use QG to resolve other problems: divergences; 
cosmological problems; structure of  particles; ...

Conflict recognition 
usually leads to 
resolution via unification

The notion that conflict 
is a problem (in spite of 
zero exp problems) alos 
points to a belief in unity
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One Revolution Too Few

conflict
Not peaceful coexistence
Modify GR!

[A]s a result of  the 
internal-atomic movement of  

electrons, atoms must radiate not 
only electromagnetic but also 

gravitational energy, if  only in minuscule 
amounts. Since this cannot be the case 

in nature, then it appears that the 
quantum theory must modify not only 

Maxwellian electrodynamics but 
also the new theory of  

gravitation [1916]
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[T]he final result 
of  this argument, which 

demands an energy loss by a 
body due to its thermal agitation, 

must arouse doubts about the 
universal validity of  the theory. It 

appears that a fully developed 
quantum theory must also bring 

about a modification of  the 
gravitational theory 

 “it seems no longer doubtful 
that the basic idea of  quantum 

theory must be maintained”

Potential empirical motivation for pursuing QG

But whilst atomic radiation (computed a la Maxwell) 
leads to collapse of  atom in (order of) 10−10 seconds (a 
fact inconsistent with observations), atomic gravitational 
radiation, computed using Einstein’s formula, has 
collapse time of  order 1037 sec. 

So: in fact be no empirical inconsistency as a result of  
gravitational radiation and we should not be puzzled by 
the stability of  atoms in this case



Einstein’s Switch

“Because his theory is different 
from other field theories, he tried to 
construct unified field theories and 
because he could not see how his 
theory in the curved space could 
possibly be quantized, he criticized 
quantum mechanics.” [Gupta 1962]

• 1919 search for UFT begins: “there are 
reasons for thinking that the elementary 
formations which go to make up the atom are 
held together by gravitational forces” [GR/QT 
‘Priority Reversal’]

• Explain quantum phenomena using 
classical theory
• Leave quantum modification of  GR alone
• But never gave up ‘the problem of  QG’
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Spielen 
Gravitationsfelder im 
Aufbau der materiellen 
Elementarteilchen eine 
wesentliche Rolle?

why the switch?

Einstein hopes that his equations may have 
solutions which lead to the localization of 
energy, usually described as quanta, and to 
the laws of distribution of these quanta in 
agreement with wave mechanics. Therefore 
he tries to find a theory of the classical type 
of such refined structure that it contains the 
essential features of atomistlcs  and 
quantum theory as consequences. 

Standard story: after Einstein’s remarks the
relation between Q and G was left - not
until Rosenfeld did anyone care

Not true: it was commonplace to discuss Q and G - there was 
no field quantization, but that was because
the techniques took time to develop and were
then deeply bound with EMT

Even in the founding papers of HeiPau etc there are 
remarks made about QG - that says something about the 
problem

What is surprising is that there is so much discussion of QG 
despite the recognition of the practical uselessness: formal 
unitiy and ontic unity guided the
development



• From the combination of  the 
fundamental constants, G, c, and h it is 
possible to form a new fundamental 
unit of  length Lmin = 7 x 10-28cm

• “It seems to be inevitable that this 
length must play some role in any 
complete interpretation of  gravitation” 

• “In recent years great progress has 
been made in knowledge of  the 
excessively minute; but until we can 
appreciate details of  structure down to 
the quadrillionth or quintillionth of  a 
centimetre, the most sublime of  all the 
forces of  Nature remains outside the 
purview of  the theories of  physics”
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Arthur Eddington 1918

very close to the value 
given for the radius 
(period) of Klein’s fifth 
dim in 1926



•“Arguably, one of the most important 
future tasks of the axiomatization of 
physics is the implementation of 
quantum theory in the system of the 
general theory of  relativity”

• “The main task of the axiomatization 
of physics wi l l be the problem 
concerning the integration of the 
universal constants of physics. Also the 
solution of this question may be 
expected to reveal deeper knowledge 
of the relations, only intimated by 
Hilbert, holding between gravity and 
electricity, and of a further integration 
of these relations with the quantum 
hypothesis.”
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Arthur von Haas 1919



• Clash between Einstein’s GR and 
views of  light

• “Dr. Einstein requires in another connection 
that light should consist of  discrete bundles or 
quanta of  energy. Let it also be granted that 
inertia and gravitation are attributes of  energy. 
It seems to follow that each of  these bundles of  
energy will swing round the sun in a hyperbolic 
orbit, and that its velocity will be increased 
when near the sun. It is well known that this 
would account for half  the observed deflection. 
But, again, physical optics could not exist 
without the idea of  transverse waves and their 
phases, which must be grafted on somehow to 
the bundles of  energy.”

•The deflection experiment should be looked on 
as a “guide rather than a verification” of  GR
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Joseph Larmor 1919



• Rutherford & Compton: 1919

• Is rate of  radioactive transitions linked to gravitational 
field strength? [Question by “Schuster” “some years ago”] 

• Response to “Donnan” article previous week: if  GR 
applies to radioactivity then  predicts greater energy in 
stronger gravitational fields

• Method was initially devised to test, but outbreak of  WWI

• New method using centrifuge generating 20000 times the 
Earth’s field strength was used:

• no change observed; nor expected

• the predicted effect is “very much smaller than can be 
detected by measurements of  this character”
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The Cavendish Lab 1919

Mortality among 
snails is the article 
following this

There were some early 
experimental 
suggestions - quickly 
died out thanks to 
Eddington’s theoretical 
calculation, and null 
results from Cavendish



•  Block Universe: unpalatable indeterminism = 
“Einstein's work on relativity changed the universe 
from a drama into a picture”

• “[R]elativity is not the whole of  natural science; it 
is not even the whole of  Einstein's. work. His 
contributions to science fall into two columns 
which, unhappily, are parallel and show no signs 
of  meeting. The first column contains his 
contributions to the theory of  relativity, ... the 
second column contains his contributions to the 
theory of  quanta... It is not yet altogether clear 
which of  these columns will figure most 
prominently in the history of  present-day science 
when this is finally written in its proper 
perspective. But it already seems possible that 
the second column of  Einstein's work may 
contain the needed antidote to the determinism 
and automatism to which the first column, if  it 
stood by itself, would seem to condemn us”
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James Jeans 1926 
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Einheitliche Feldtheorie von 
Gravitation und Elektrizität



Wiener & Struik

• 1927: “inner unity between the quantum 
theory and gravitational relativity”

• the wave theory of  Schrodinger links the 
two

• W&S write the gravitational field down in 
terms of  a wave equation

• claim:  “the quantization of  the 
Schrodinger equation is determined by 
the Einstein field equations”

• Planck’s constant introduced as a 
“constant of  normalization”
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wiener like weyl was a 
conduit between the 
math worlds and the 
physics worldd



New Directions: Oskar Klein

• 1926 - “The Atomicity of  Electricity as a Quantum 
Theory Law” & 1927 - “Zur funfdimensionalen Darstellung 
der Relativitätstheorie” Zeit. Phys. 46

• “As is well known, the concepts of  space and time 
have lost their immediate sense as a result of  
developments in quantum theory.  This is connected ... 
with the fact that, according to the quantum theory, 
our measuring tools (light and free material particles) 
manifest a behaviour that is characterized by the 
dilemma particle-wave, as a result of  which a sharp 
definition of  a spatiotemporal coincidence, which lies 
at the foundation of  the usual concepts of  space and 
time, becomes impossible. From this standpoint it is to 
be expected that the general theory of  relativity 
stands in need of  revision in the sense of  the quantum 
postulate, as also results from the fact that various of  
its consequences stand in contradiction to the 
requirements of  the quantum theory.”
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Spinors, Spin, and Spacetime

• Dirac discovers equation for electron [4-component 
spinor] 

• Spinors offer prospect of  integrating aspects of  
particle physics with GR:

•  encode structure of  electrons in geometry of  
spacetime

• Tensors are fixed when the coordinate system is fixed

• ‘Projective tensors’ are still undetermined when the 
coordinates are fixed: need gauge fixing to be ‘fully 
fixed’

• Spinors are only fixed when coordinates, gauge, and 
spin-frame are fixed
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Fock’ and Iwanenko 1929

• Gravitation capable of  expression in old 
fashioned Riemannian terms: QT does not spoil 
this -

• the quadratic form ds2 is sufficient

• but quantum phenomena do require a 
departure from this geometry

• Fock and Iwanenko: geometrize the Dirac 
equation by introducing operators analogous to 
Dirac matrices into geometry

• use a linear differential form                                  
that when squared reproduces the ordinary 
Riemannian interval 

•  = ‘Quantum linear geometry’
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ds = !(!!dx!)



GR and the Dirac Equation

•  Fock & Iwanenko 1929: 2 papers - “Geometrisierung der Diracshen 
Theorie des Elektrons” Zeit Phys and “L’equation d’onde de Dirac et 
la geometrie de Riemann”  J Phys Rad

•  Schouten [1931]: “Dirac Equations in General Relativity. 1 Four 
dimensional theory. 2. five dimensional theory” [j math phys]

•  Schouten and van Dantzig [1932] “Zur generellen feld theorie” zeit 
physik

•   Schouten [1932] “Zur generellen Feldtheorie, Raumzeit, und 
Spinraum” zeit physik. and “”

•   Schrodinger [1932] “Diracsches electron im schwerefeld” [prus 
acad] and “L’electron de Dirac  dans la theorie de la relativite 
generale” [cong internat d’elec]

•  Pauli and Solomon [1932] “La Theorie unitire d’Einstein et Mayer et 
les Equations de Dirac I and II” j phys rad.

• Infeld and van der Waeden [1933] Two-component spinor analysis 
for GR “Die Wellengleichung des Elektrons in der allgemeinen 
Relativitatstheorie” Pruss Acad

the european approach = merging the formal 
structures using new mathematics

This style persisting, and was transferred to USA as 
a result of the emigration.

Only changed after WWII when a truly distinctive 
amrican style of physcis was developed
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Field Quantization

Do unto gravity as one would do unto any other field!

 “Zur Quantenelcktrodynamik der Wellenfelder” Zeit. Physik 56 1929

“[Q]uantization of the gravitational 
field, which appears to be necessary 
for physical reasons, may be carried 
out without any new difficulties by 
means of a formalism wholly 
analogous to that applied here”
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Rosenfeld Takes the Plunge
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Uber die Gravitationswirkungen des Lichtes. Zeitschrift 
fur Physik 65:589– 599. Zur Quantelung der 
Wellenfelder. Annalen der Physik 397: 113–140.

• Applies the Heisenberg-Pauli formalism to 
the gravitational field

• Uses linearized GR

• Computes gravitational self-energy of  a 
photon (in lowest order or PT): quadratic 
divergences

• Introduction of  ‘gravitational quanta’

•Nothing ‘peculiar’ about (weak) gravity: 
qualitatively similar to EMF

r was working with pauli
Pauli did some more work in 1938, where he 
constructs  a Lagrangian for a spin-2 field. 
Admits that it is an approximation (linear 
FEs), but takes the problem to be the 
generic field theory one of divergences

Again: does weak field quant with Fierz in 
1939

in other words, 
quantization can’t do it’s 
stuff if there is not 
something waiting to be 
quantizedDewitt redid this comp using new renorm techniques - whereas 

Rosenfeld reasoned that the divergences pointed to an inability 
to attribute a finite radius to a light quantum (a la QED) - 

Some additional difficulties ot seen by Risenfeld were discovered: 
namely that because there are two gauge groups (diff and em) 
whenever one performs a diff, one has to do a corresponding em 
transform

Incidentlly - contra Salisbury - Bergmann and Anderson pay 
their respects to Rosenfeld’s theory “in heir paper on 
constraints in covariant field theories in 1951.

DeWitt noted in the 1960s that Rosenfeld had begun the 
programme of constrained quantization

I think the point was that these others wanted to quantize the 
full non-linear theory, rather than the weak field case: they 
recognized that what was interesting about QG was precisely 
these non-linearitiews, for these encoded the EP

exchange of  virtual photons between two electrons produces an 
interaction-energy between them

so too in qft does the emission and reabsorption of  virtual 
photons by one and the same electron: = self-energy [electron 
morphs into photon and electron]

• the energy change generated in this way, by a single electron 
interacting with itself  via the EM field, was infinite

• Computation of  self-energy involves summing over all ways 
that the original electron’s momentum can be divvied up

• no upper limit to the momentum [by e/t/ URs], so infinity!

• if  one could ‘cut off’ some of  the momenta, one could get a 
finite answer -- hence gravitation, with connection to 
spacetime, might yield an answer

gµ! = !µ! + hµ! , !hµ!! " 1



Gauge and Constraints: Early Years

• Gottingen [1915/18]: construct generalized Lagrangian formalism 
for physical systems invariant under groups of  transformation 
(including those involving set of  arbitrary functions: parametrized 
theories; gauge theories)

• Pauli & Heisenberg [1929]: QFT of  gauge theory -

• Just quantize and prove invariance afterwards!

• Unphysical states appear in Maxwell’s theory

• Rosenfeld [1930]: framework for treating gauge systems within 
canonical quantization formalism

• Comparison of  Dirac and Rosenfeld: latter is manifestly 
invariant [incorporates the invariance group in full 4D form]; 
Dirac’s gives representation of  full invariance 

• Paul Weiss: missing link between this early work and post-1949

Modern understanding: Euler-Lagrange equations obtained via the 
Lagrangian are not functionally independent of one another, so some 
of the variables are underdetermined by the EL eqs
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In singular systems, some field variables 
possess no conjugate momenta; those field 
variables that do possess conjugate momenta 
are not all dynamically independent

the field eqs are not linearly independent: 
some of  them don’t possess 2nd time 
derivatives [Cauchy problem messed up: hole 
arg/probl time]

GR version different from gauge problems in 
EMT: constraints in GR (the relations between 
the momenta) are non-linear

Problem: arbitrary functions that can’t be 
viewed as functions of  dynamical variables: 
appear as c-numbers in the quantum theory



On the Hamilton-Jacobi theory and quantization 

of a dynamical continuum 

BY P. WEIss, PH.D., Downing College, Cambridge 

(Communicated by R. H. Fowler, F.R.S.-Received 1 September 1938) 

1. INTRODIUCTION 

The quantization of the dynamics of point systems is closely connected 

with the Hamilton-Jacobi theory of the calculus of variations for simple 

integrals, the latter being a suitable mathematical formalism for describing 

the classical laws of point dynamics. This connexion is evident from the 

fact that, in order to quantize a dynamical system, one has first to know what 

the pairs of canonically conjugate variables are, and also from the fact that 

the quantum laws, if expressed in terms of commutation brackets, have 

exactly the same form as the classical laws, if expressed in terms of Poisson 

brackets. 

In dealing with the quantization of the dynamics of continuous media, 

e.g. the electromagnetic and other fields, which has been developed along 

different lines, following Heisenberg and Pauli (I929), it seems tempting to 

try to base the method of quantization on an extended Hamilton-Jacobi 

theory of the calculus of variations for multiple integrals, the latter being the 

appropriate formalism for describing most relevant systems of continuum 

physics. 

In a previous paper (Weiss I936), referred to as I, such an attempt has 

been made, by extending the notion of pairs of conjugate variables. That 

attempt led to quantum relations on an arbitrary space-like section in 

space-time, provided that one postulated that, if the space-like section 

becomes especially a space section, the quantum relations should go over 

into those of Heisenberg and Pauli. 

In the present paper the notion of Poisson brackets will be extended as 

well, and it will be deduced that the classical laws of a dynamical con- 

tinuum (which satisfies a variation principle), expressed in terms of Poisson 

brackets, have exactly the same form as the quantum laws arrived at in I. 

The procedure of quantizing a dynamical continuum therewith becomes 

exactly the same as the procedure of quantizing point dynamics, and it will 

yield all physically relevant results of I. 
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On the Hamilton-Jacobi theory and quantization 

of generalized electrodynamics 

BY P. WEISS, PH.D., Downing College, Cambridge 

(Communicated by R. H. Fowler, F.R.S.-Received 1 September 1938) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding paper, which will be quoted as A, the Hamilton- 

Jacobi theory has been developed for a dynamical continuum of quite 

general type, and it has been shown that its classical laws can be expressed 

in terms of Poisson brackets involving pairs of canonically conjugate 

variables. In this way the theory of a dynamical continuum can be treated 

on the same lines as the dynamical theory of point systems. 

This result is of importance for the study of the procedure of quantization, 

for it is a well-known fact that a quantum Poisson bracket which obeys the 

same algebraic rules as a classical Poisson bracket must be proportional to 

a commutation bracket (Dirac I935, p. 89). This fact is independent of 



Who was Paul Weiss?

• Born April 9th 1911 to German-Jewish 
parents

• Studied mathematics at Gottingen

• Went to Cambridge when Hitler came to 
power - Born then Dirac as SV

• PhD 1936 - quantum field theory

• Position at Queen’s Belfast 1939-1940:

• Put in charge of  the dept!

• interned as ‘enemy alien’ in 1940: sent to 
Canada 6 months

• 1941-1950: Westfield College

• 1950-1957: General Electric, Syracuse

• 1958: Wayne State University
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 [I]nitial data need not 
be given on a space section (t= 

const.), but may be given on any 
space-like section. Mathematically, this is 

well known from the theory of  partial 
differential equations. The physical 

implications of  this fact are that the present 
formalism will be relativistically invariant 
throughout. This is an advantage as compared 
with the work of  Heisenberg and Pauli, where 

a space section was fixed once and for all, in 
consequence of  which the relativistic 

invariance of  the result was not 
apparent and had to be proved 

separately.



Brief History of Weiss Quantization

•  Heisenberg & Pauli (1929): QFT derived from Lagrangian containing 1st-order 
derivatives of  the field quantities

• Prove LI via explicit calculation of  changes produced by infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformations

• Weiss (1938): quantization of  wave fields based on “generalized Poisson 
brackets” [Fuchs 1939 & Chang 1947: argue invariance of  the quantized theory not 
quite clear; Dirac 1949: no FD]

• Fuchs (1939) subsequently shows that quantized theory was in fact invariant under 
general transformations of  co-ordinates [generally relativistic]

• Chang (1946/7) & De Wet (1947) show how H&P’s theory can be extended to field 
equations derived from higher-order Lagrangians [includes Fermi-Dirac quantization] 

• De Wet (1948) establishes general relativistic invariance of  higher-order quantized 
theories  using generalized Poisson brackets and methods introduced by Weiss:

• “Invariance of  the generalized Poisson brackets of  Weiss under canonical 
transformations leads directly to the relativistic invariance of  the quantized 
theory for both Fermi-Dirac and Einstein-Bose quantizations ... For the case of  
first-order Lagrangians this invariance of  the Poisson bracket had been 
established by Weiss, and the further step to the quantized theory is implicit in 
his work, although  not clearly expressed.”
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Weiss and Canonical QG

• Bergmann’s [1949] work based on Weiss’ and Dirac’s
• Weiss had metric-independent method of  quantization: Bergmann 

and Schild, saw that metric tensor could be viewed as another set of 
field variables to be quantized in this approach

• use Weiss’ approach to quantize gmn in an ‘amorphous’ space 
• Schild and Skinner [1950]:

• quantization of  generally covariant theory has to be done in 
amorphous space: if  quantized matter (of  which stress-energy 
tensor will be function) is coupled to curvature tensors, then 
wave equation becomes nonlinear and SP breaks down

• Pirani & Schild’s (1950) directly based on Weiss:
• Idea = q-number [non-commuting] description of  the curvature

• Remove geometrical significance from gmn

• Pirani and Schild: no tensors that remain c-numbers when gmn is 
given status of  field variable
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Weiss Invariant Recipe

•  Standard non-rel Hamiltonian: choose dynamical variables of  EoMs that are 
mutually independent and FIX the state of  motion [choose so as to serve as 
initial conds]
• instantaneous quantities (referring to instant of  time); at odds with relativity

• Weiss developed formalism based on arbitrary (everywhere spacelike) 3-space
• Dynamical variables defined on the curved 3-surface
• EoMs describe change in dynamical variables as surface is varied

• Put into Ham form via a Lagrangian: PBs between Dyn Vars
• Begin with some action
• require that it be stationary wrt arbitrary (small) variations (at all points of  

spacetime) of  the field variables (representing dynamical quantities) 
• out comes a relativistic set of  FEs [EoMs]

• Put into Hamiltonian form (via LT) and quantize a la Heisenberg
Dirac’s problem: not compatible (in general) with Schrodinger’s formalism - 
must group solutions into families first, before quantization, with each 
family corresponding to one quantum state
• But Weiss adopted gauge-invariant observables approach
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everywhere spacelike = 
normal at every point 
lies within the lightcone

The canonical variables 
must be independent to 
do Ham quant by 
imposing commutation 
conditions: need to 
eliminate some variables



Weiss on Observables

•  By gauge-invariance one understands that no physical change is 
involved when the potentials     are replaced by                          ,  
being an arbitrary scalar. Only quantities which remain invariant 
under such a “gauge- transformation”

• have a physical meaning. The      themselves have therefore no 
physical meaning but the functional, more precisely, the “line-
function”, has:

• The line-function             expresses what one really means by 
“potential” in all relativistic and gauge-invariant electrodynamics.
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But: is true that Weiss not clear on preservation of  symmetries 
at quantum level 



Summing Up

• Much to fill in in the history of  canonical quantum gravity

• Standard story of  development of  QG very incomplete:

• radically underestimates the level of  pre-30s activity

• But this activity highly guided by developments in ‘ingredient’ 
theories (and elsewhere): no ‘inner life’ of  its own

• Situation altered by 1950s - autonomy
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Military Funding, IOFP, RIAS, GR conferences, ...
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